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1 Microsoft IoT Signals Survey, 2019. https://azure.microsoft.com/mediahandler/files/resourcefiles/
iot-signals/IoT-Signals-Microsoft-072019.pdf

IoT solutions are inherently complex.  
It’s why one-third of IoT projects fail  
in the proof of concept stage.1 The 
high-level goals for an IoT project are 
simple: execute a successful product 
launch as rapidly as possible, expand 
your customer base, and keep operating 
costs low to enhance profitability. 
Achieving these goals requires not 
only a cutting-edge product, but also 
robust, reliable IoT infrastructure and 
the expertise to bring it all together. 

Your vendor selections in the areas of 
connectivity, hardware, cloud storage, 
data analytics, and more can make or 
break your success as you launch and 
scale your solution.

Aeris is the only provider offering a 
cellular IoT network built from the 
ground up to deliver end-to-end 
visibility and control, supported by 
industry experts who help you every 
step of the way to achieve your goals.

The Aeris Fusion IoT Network is the only cellular IoT network that 
provides visibility and control over your entire connected operation – 
globally and at scale. With Fusion, you’ll gain access to 2G, 3G, 4G, 
and LTE-M coverage from 600 carriers in 190 countries and deliver 
the highest possible quality of service for your customers, while 
optimizing costs across your business.

AERIS FUSION IoT NETWORK

Aeris is the Global Leader in IoT:
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Launch  
Products Quickly 

& Successfully
Axon Telematics deployed  
a self-install usage-based-
insurance solution in two  
weeks with the help of 

Aeris’ user-friendly APIs  
and hands-on device testing.

Reduce  
Operational  

Costs
Bboxx reduced support  

costs by 50% with Aeris’  
performance-optimized 

connectivity that dramatically 
reduces the need for on-site  
visits to repair malfunctioning 

devices in the off-grid 
communities it serves.

“Without Aeris, there is 
no way we could have 
moved to a self-install 
telematics model and 
taken it to market within 
two weeks.”

Matthew Willcock  
CTO, Axon Telematics

“By working with Aeris, 
we can ensure that our 
customers’ devices possess 
a reliable connection, at 
all times, no matter the 
location.”

Christopher Baker-Brian 
Co-Founder and CTO, 

Bboxx

“Aeris provides reliable, 
global connectivity for our 
water monitors, ensuring 
we can deliver exceptional 
value to our customers 
and replicate our success  
in new markets.”

Phill Tuxford  
Technical Support 

Manager, Detectronic

Expand  
into New 

Geographies
Detectronic readied itself  
for global expansion with 
the adoption of the Aeris 

Fusion IoT Network to 
access reliable coverage in  

key growth markets.



Superior Performance
The Aeris Fusion IoT Network provides access to 
600 carriers across the globe for comprehensive 
coverage wherever you need it. Customers with 
deployments outside North America, where 
a proliferation of overlapping carrier networks 
creates a complex coverage challenge, may 
choose to tailor network steering for any 
device or group of devices with custom rules 
and preferences to optimize performance 
and ensure devices work seamlessly 
anywhere in the world.

Maximum Reliability
The Aeris Fusion IoT Network 
provides end-to-end reliability 
across both the cellular network 
and our customers’ end-to-end 
solutions, which are proactively 
monitored by our team of network 
operators. Our network maintains 
maximum uptime and comes equipped 
with best-in-class security measures, including 
a private network with secure cloud connection 
and the ability to block unauthorized endpoints. 
Customers are given full control of their solution, 
with access to granular device data, configurable 
alerts, and a full diagnostic toolset to troubleshoot 
issues anywhere in the connected system.

Optimized Costs
The Aeris Fusion IoT Network offers flexible 
rate plans, including pre-paid, pay-as-you-go, 
and pooled rates, to help customers maximize 
their profitability. It also reduces operational 
costs by providing tools to minimize support 
costs, utilizing innovative techniques to limit 
data overages, and leveraging intelligent solution 
design to manage operational costs. Customers 

are also free to apply mid-month rate plan 
changes in response to unexpected 

usage fluctuations and can cancel 
at any time with no fees.

Customer Success
Aeris is uniquely positioned     
to deliver a world-class ex-
perience to customers of all 

sizes. Our network technol-
ogy was built (not bought) by 

our team of expert engineers. This 
enables our customer success team to 

provide hands-on assistance during solution 
testing and launch, proactively monitor your 
entire connected solution to evaluate trends  
and detect problems, and resolve issues 
significantly faster than other providers.

EXPERIENCE THE  
BENEFITS OF FUSION

“Aeris has the best architects and architecture you could 
find, no mature competitor comes close”

— Mathias Hehn
Head of Connected Car IT, Volkswagen



DELIVERING UNPARALLELED  
VISIBILITY AND CONTROL

Aeris customers can leverage the AerPort Connectivity Management Portal or our  
full set of APIs to centrally manage their global deployment on a single platform.

The AerPort Connectivity Management portal offers a single pane-of-glass view of your entire 
deployment. From AerPort, you can manage the entire SIM supply chain, monitor your devices, 
configure alerts and automate interventions, and manage your billing.

SIM Supply Chain Management
AerPort enables you to manage the full SIM 
lifecycle, including provisioned, active billing, 
suspended, and canceled. Users can easily 
move devices from one state to another and 
automate key workflows, ensuring that you  
are only paying for devices in use.

Issue Diagnostics and Resolution
Users can view usage trends and investigate 
irregular usage patterns by drilling down all 
the way to the individual device level. AerPort 
provides status indicators to help you determine 
whether issues are at the network level or the 
device level, and offers a diagnostic toolkit 
including a history of all device transactions, the 
ability to ping a device, clear its registration, or  
find other devices nearby.

Near Real-Time Alerts
AerPort provides configurable alerts to notify you 
of data overages as soon as they occur. Alerts 
can be created for individual devices or groups 
of devices and can measure packets, SMS, voice, 
or registration events across a configurable time 
frame. Users can choose to automatically block 
service to devices or groups of devices when an 
alert is triggered to prevent runaway overages.

Usage and Billing Visibility
AerPort provides raw usage data and billing 
reports so users can analyze trends, quickly 
detect overages, bill customers effectively, and 
apply mid-month rate plan changes to optimize 
your underlying costs.



“Aeris and Trimble are great partners 
because we both focus on the same 
thing—quality of service. Aeris is not 
just a carrier, but a true partner that 
enhances our offering.”

— John Binder, 
Director of Wireless Operations, Trimble



I would feel safer partnering with a major cellular carrier like 
Verizon or AT&T. Why should I select Aeris instead?
Major carriers are focused on consumer handset devices, not IoT. In fact, IoT only makes up 
about 1-2% of their revenue. This means their entire business model, including rate plans, 
network configurations, and customer support were not designed with you in mind, and 
when issues arise, you won’t be their top priority. Additionally, major carriers have a vested 
interest in keeping your devices on their towers, even if other towers give you a better signal. 
You want to feel confident that your connectivity provider is not just a vendor, but a partner 
who will help you succeed. Unlike major carriers, Aeris enables customers to tailor steering 
in regions with a complex web of overlapping carrier networks, so your devices can maintain 
optimal performance wherever they are. Our business is 100% focused on IoT, so we can 
customize your rate plans, provide solution design guidance, and deliver world-class support.

 
There are so many MVNOs out there, what makes Aeris special?
Traditionally, MVNOs did little more than re-sell connectivity through the major carriers. MVNOs  
today are striving to differentiate themselves by offering additional services, network technologies,  
and global products. However, most MVNOs are executing this strategy through partnerships, 
mergers and acquisitions rather than building solutions in-house, resulting in fragmented 
solutions that are not integrated properly and, ultimately, deliver a poor customer experience. 
Aeris is different because we built our own network infrastructure, which gives us enhanced 
visibility and control over key device/network interactions. This means we can deliver superior 
performance, security, support, and flexibility, as well as provide a single management portal that 
offers near real-time access to usage data and a self-service troubleshooting toolkit to manage 
your entire global deployment.

Connectivity costs eat into my profitability, I just want to buy 
the cheapest rate plan. Can you help me?
Managing connectivity costs is critical to the success of a connected solution. Aeris offers highly 
competitive, customizable rate plans designed to maximize profitability and performance. But 
the rate plan itself is just part of the total cost of ownership. Administrative labor and technical 
support can represent more than 50% of the total cost of an IoT deployment.2 Beyond great 
rates, Aeris also helps customers drive down operational costs through faster issue detection 
and resolution, workflow and SIM lifecycle automation, and intelligent solution design. We also 
help customers reduce data overages and increase the success rates of OTA updates to prevent 
unexpected costs.
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2 The Hidden Costs of Delivering IIoT Services, Cisco. https://www.cisco.com/c/dam/m/en_ca/never-better/
manufacture/pdfs/hidden-costs-of-delivering-iiot-services-white-paper.pdf
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PUTTING EXPERTISE  
INTO ACTION 
For more than two decades, Aeris has powered critical 
projects for some of the most demanding customers of IoT 
services. We simplify the complexity of IoT deployments 
to accelerate time-to-market, enable global expansion, 
and dramatically reduce operating costs. The Aeris Fusion 
IoT Network is built from the ground up for IoT and road 
tested at scale to deliver unparalleled visibility and control. 
Contact us today to see how the Aeris Fusion IoT Network 
can help your company reach its IoT potential.
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